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1. Introduction
This free EBook is primarily designed to help you crush the play money games
although is also very useful for anyone in the early stages of their poker career.
Some of the strategies used in this book may not be directly transferable to real
money games as they both play differently; however, understanding why we are
using certain strategies will allow you to develop your ‘poker brain’ and get you
on the track to beating the small real money stakes.
I currently play 100nl zoom games on Pokerstars (fast format games) which plays
very differently to play money games. So in order to give you the best content
and advice possible I have spent some time playing the play money game and
finding the best strategies using a trial and error approach. As a result, I have
come up with 5 specific strategies which will help you crush the play money games
and move up to the highest play money limits. These will be adjustments you
should make specifically for the play money games; but first I will give you a
grounding in the overall poker strategy you should be using.
Once you feel you have sufficiently beat the play money games you can then go
on to real money games again stating at the bottom and moving your way up.
I first started out my poker career with Zynga Poker and then moved onto Full Tilt
Poker and subsequently PokerStars; now that I have tried playing on Zynga again,
I am disappointed with the software and user interface. It’s quite cumbersome to
use and can make playing quite frustrating (specifically sizing bets). For this
reason I played all my hands at PokerStars play money games. This won’t make
a difference to the strategy or advice I give you, it will just make playing more
hands easier.
I would recommend that you set up a PokerStars account. You can do so through
the following link. No payment is required to play free money games so it only
required a few minutes of setup.
For this book I will assume you already know the rules and the poker hand
rankings. Everything else after that I will lay the groundwork. If you’re not
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completely new to poker it still will be beneficial to read through the articles.
Bankroll management is also very important is something all players should follow.
So give that a read if you have never heard of it.
Some of the lesser known terms have been highlighted with a hyperlink which you
can follow to learn more. Make sure you follow them if you are unsure of anything.
Let get started…

2. The power of position

Position is one of the most important concepts in poker. Position can have two meanings:
The position you are in as the cards are dealt (e.g. early position, middle position, late
position or the blinds)
The position you are in after the flop has been dealt (if you are first or last to act).
These two ideas are interrelated; if you play your hand from early position is it very likely
you will end up playing your hand out of position (OOP) postflop. If you play your hand
from the Button (also known as the dealer position), you will always act last. This is
considered in position (IP) play. Being IP is a very important advantage which provides
you with more information than your opponent and the ability to control the pot size more
effectively.
The Button is the best and most profitable position on a poker table. The Small blind is the
worst positionally (as you will always act first and act wSith the least amount of
information) and the Big blind is the least profitable position (as you have to pay 1bb every
time you are in the BB). These rules are almost always the case for every player unless
something is very wrong with their strategy.
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The above image shows the positions for a 9 handed or full ring table. This will be
discussed as it is the standard table which is found in casinos. 6-max tables are other
variation which will also be discussed.
Under the gun (UTG): This is the first position to act when the cards have been dealt.
This is a difficult position to play as there are many players to act behind. When there are
more players left to act it becomes more likely someone will have a strong hand. For this
reason players should only play a very small number of hands (a tight range) in this
position. This is especially true for full ring tables. UTG+1 should be played in a similar
manner.
Middle position (MP): This position again should be played conservatively (very few
hands should be played; the majority of your hands should be folded). However slightly
more hands can be played from this position when compared to UTG. MP+1 should also
be played in a similar manner to MP.
Hijack (HJ): In this position, the number of hand that can be played is increased. This
position should be significantly more profitable than the earlier positions. Each position
from this point forward have individual names because they play quite differently.
Cutoff (CO): The cutoff is the second best position in poker. If the Button doesn't join the
hand then you will always be last to act. As highlighted previously, this is extremely
advantageous. A wide range of hands can be played from this position very profitably.
Button (BTN): The button is the most profitable position in poker and lots of hands can
be played from here. In most cases I will play over 50% of the hands I am dealt from this
position when the pot is unopened (no one has entered the pot yet).
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Small blind (SB): The small blind is one of the two positions where you are forced to
front up money before seeing your hand. This is a massive disadvantage and leads to this
position being an overall loser for the majority of people.
Big blind (BB): The big blind is the second blind position. Being forced to front up chips
means that almost every player (pro or beginner) will make a loss from this position much
like the small blind.
Each position plays very different from one another and as a result differentiating from
each of the positions is one of the first steps to improving your game.
There are three different scenarios we have to cover:
1. When you are first to act i.e when the pot is unopened – What hands do we raise
call or fold?
2. When someone else has opened for a raise – what hands do we call?
3. When someone else has opened for a raise – what hands do we raise?

I.

How to play when the pot is unopened (FULLRING)

When the pot is unopened (meaning you are the first person to enter the pot voluntarily),
there is typically a set number hands you will raise. For example looking again at the
position diagram, if the cards were dealt and you were in the UTG position you would be
next to act and the pot would be unopened. Similarly, if you were in MP and both UTG
and UTG +1 folded you would be next to act and again the pot would be unopened.
If, on the other, hand either UTG or UTG+1 called the big blind or raised the big blind the
pot would now be called a limped pot or a raised pot respectively.
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At real money stakes and when heads up displays (HUD) are available and we
have notes on our opponents the amount of hands you will open with will vary
depending on our opponent’s stats and previous history; but in the case of free
money games since we will generally have neither of these piece of information
our ranges will be relatively static meaning we will open the same hands from
each of the positions time after time.
The first rule we need to abide to is to never open limp. Open limping is defined
as call when the pot is unopened and it is a poor strategy to employ. Good winning
players very rarely limp in and there is a very good number of reasons why:
1. You give the other players a chance to beat you with their poor holdings.
For example, if you limp with AA and you opponent in the big blind checks
behind he will have a chance to outdraw you to three of a kind or two pair.
Do not give people a free chance to improve and beat your strong hands.
2. Raising with good hands builds the pot. A big hand deserves a big pot!
Typically the only way you will win an opponent's whole stack (all of their
chips) is by raising preflop - and winning their entire stack is exactly what
you want when you have AA or KK, right?
3. It allows you to better understand what your opponent may have. If we
limp in and our opponent is in the big blind he could have every possible
hand; however, when we raise he will fold some of the worse hands and
the type of hands he can have become more defined. Good players use this
to their advantage.
4. Playing speculative hands such as 64s (s = suited, o = offsuit) and T2s just
is not profitable in the majority of cases, whether you raise or limp, and no
matter how good you are at poker.
So if we never limp when first entering the pot we have two options: To raise or
to fold. Quite simple. If we never limp then all we have to do is define what hands
we are to raise with as all the other hands will be folded.
So let’s start off with full ring tables. When playing a play money full ring table
you should open with the following hands from each of the respective positions.
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Print the pages off and keep it next to you when playing so you always know what
hands you should and should be playing from each position.
When someone limps on front of you can use the same ranges to isolate that
limper (raise his limp) as you would open raise yourself. Just don’t forget to make
your raise larger than normal to account for his limp. If a standard raise was to
3bb now we would raise to 4bb for one limped and 5bb for two limpers in a
standard game. The raise sizes in different situations will be discussed more in
detail further on.
The tool used for displaying these ranges is called equilab and is a must have for
any poker player beginner or experienced. If you haven’t already download equilab
follow this link to learn more.

II.

How to play when the pot is raised – Calling

In general we will want to play a tighter range when someone has already raised
than if we had raised ourselves. This is called the gap concept and is detailed
HERE. The reason for this is that we cannot win the pot uncontested (take the pot
down preflop) when we call a raise whereas we can when we open raise ourselves
(when everyone folds). Winning the blinds (1.5bb total) seems insignificant but
typical win rates online are between 2-5bb/100 (2 or 5 big blinds per hundred
hands). Therefore only winning the blinds three times every one hundred hands!!!
Also we will almost always want to reraise our big hands. AA-JJ and AQ+ (the +
means all hands better than the hand noted so it would mean AQ and AK in this
case).
So that leaves us with a pretty narrow range of hands
Realistically we should have a calling range for each position vs each potential
opening position (e.g. BB vs UTG/MP/CO/BTN/SB , Sb vs UTG/MP/CO/BTN etc.)
but that would require over 30 different ranges for full ring which is over
complicating the matter, especially for free money games. So while these ranges
aren’t perfect they should still get you off to a good start.
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III.

How to play when the pot is raised – Raising

You will notice that we do not change the ranges in the fullring hand chart from
HJ to BB. This is because for the most part people are not playing ranges correctly
in free money games so we can play a static (not changing) value range from
almost everywhere. Although we do play slightly tighter in UTG, MP and MP+1. In
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addition, we only have one 3bet hand chart for 6max as the ranges used by players
at this level are static (they don’t change with position).

IV.

How to play when the pot is reraised

This is going to be quite a simple strategy. When playing fullring or 6max and we
get reraised or someone else raises and gets rerasied we are going to raise again
and put all our chips in the middle with the following range:

The only exception to this is if you are over 150bb deep. In that case you should
only stack off with KK+. 250bb+ deep you should only be stacking off with AA.

An example of what I mean about stack depth: If you have $20 at a 5c/10c game
100bb would be $10, thus you have 200bb with $20. So if you have $30 you
should only put all your chips with AA. If you have KK you can stack off up to
250bb or $25.
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3. How to play postflop
One of the most difficult aspects of poker to teach as it postflop as there are so
many different situations to cover. However, there are a few guidelines
One of the most important considerations is if we are in position (IP) or out of
position (OOP) when playing post flop.
We should also be considering who is the preflop raiser (i.e did we raise or call
someone else’s raise?)
Secondly, we should be considering what our opponent may be holding. Does he
have only strong hands if he is a tight player? Does he play lots of hands meaning
his 'range' of hands will be quite weak? A whole book could be wrote on hand
reading so I won't go further into it but it is important as a new player to begin
thinking about what you opponent may have and not only considering the
hand you are holding.
Next we should consider what the board texture looks like i.e is the board likely
to have improved your hand or your opponents? Is the board likely to change very
much on the turn or river? This will be detailed this further on in this page.
Another consideration is how many players made it to the flop. If the flop is heads
up (only you and your opponent) the strength of each hand is much better than if
5 or even 6 people made it to the flop. The more players that see the flop, turn
and river the less likely you are to win at showdown with a holding such as one
pair.
Finally, we should be considering how much money is in the pot, how much we
have left behind in our stack and how much money our opponents has in his stack.
After these considerations we can make a decision on how we are going proceed
in the hand.
So first let's have a look at board texture:
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I.

Postflop poker strategy: Board texture

Before we discuss postflop poker strategy and board texture in detail we need to
make sure the notation is clear to everyone.
In some cases pictures will be used to show board textures, but oftentimes text
will be used. When describing the board with text (i.e. letters and numbers) each
card rank is represented by either its number or the first letter from its name. To
take an example, the board:

Would be represented by 5 hearts K clubs 5 diamonds. This is often shortened to
5hKc5d and sometimes even shortened further to 5K5r where the 'r' means
rainbow (the cards on the flop are all different suits). If the flop had a
flush draw (i.e. wasn't a rainbow board) the board could be represented by 5K5s
where the 's' stands for suited.
There are many types of boards but in general they can be broken down into two
types: dry board textures and wet board textures.
Dry board textures are ones which the players in the hand are less likely to have
connected with the community cards and also one which the strength of your
holdings are unlikely to change over the course of the hand.
Examples of dry board textures are:

Why are these boards considered dry? Well on the K55 board there are not many
hands that will change the strength of your opponent's or your holdings. If for
example you help KQ, then the only way your opponent can now beat you, unless
he has you already beat, is if he has an Ax hand and hits an ace on the turn or
river. Or he has a pocket pair such as 77 which hits his set on the turn or river
(quite unlikely).
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The most important factor is that neither of these two board have many straight
draw possibilities and have no flush draws. This means that if you have a hand
like A5 on the K55 board or 44 on the 742 board you are very unlikely to be beat
by your opponent if he is behind you on the flop.
Additionally, dry flops are inherently difficult to connect with. This makes
continuation betting as the pre flop raise especially effective on dry boards. This
will be detailed further on in this section.
On the other hand, wet board textures are boards where the board is very likely

to change over future streets.

To take the QT9s board, there are many cards which will change the strength of
many hands. If we have AQ or TT on this board we have a strong hand, but on
many turn cards such as a K, J, 8 or any heart the strength of these hands will
significantly degrade. In addition there are many hand types that your opponent
may have hit this board with.
Any 8 or K is an inside straight draw (4 cards will complete the straight), any J is
an open ended straight draw (8 cards will make a straight) and Queens, Tens and
Nines are played quite often by the majority of opponents - thus he is likely to
continue with a large proportion of his hands on this board.
All of these points can be directly translated to the 432s board except for the last
as this board has cards of lower ranks.
Every other board type will be somewhere in between the very dry K55r and the
very wet QT9s. The skill is understanding how ‘wet’ or ‘dry’ a board is and
adjusting your strategy correctly.
II.

Postflop poker strategy: Continuation bets

A continuation bet, as its name suggests, is when you follow up on your previous
aggressive action with another bet, for example: you raise pre flop and then
continue to bet on the flop. Continuation bets are extremely effective postflop
poker strategy for two reasons:
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It is very difficult to connect with most board types and the player who bets
first will often win the pot



The player who last raised preflop will typically have the strongest hands
and thus will get the benefit of the doubt when he bets again.

The rate at which you continuation bet should be on a very basic level related to
how dry the board is. The more dry the board, the less likely your opponent hit
and therefore the more often we will want to bet in order to win the pot.
So let's take a few examples of good examples of continuation bets. Here us an
example of JTs from UTG (click the picture to see the full replay):

We opened to 3bb from UTG and got one called from the Button. On the flop of
9h7s3s we have an inside straight draw and two over cards. The board would be
ranked medium for wetness and how the opponent connects - our opponent can
have a few straight and flush draws as well as top pairs.
JTs is a good hand in this situation as we can make strong pairs on the turn and
river and also can make the best straight possible. Thus this is a good spot for a
cbet as a bluff i.e. we expect him to fold hands which are better than ours and if
he does continue we have a good chance of making a stronger hand on the turn
and river.
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Bluffing should be kept to a minimum when playing low stakes (and also play
money poker) but in this case it is almost a perfect situation for a bluff.
Another situation for a good cbet is below:

We raised with 22 from the Button and got two callers from the SB and BB. Both
check to use on the flop. This is a clear spot to value bet (value betting and
bluffing will be discussed in the next section) as the flop is relatively wet and there
are two players who can draw out on us with straights and flush draws.
In addition we have a very strong hand (the second or third strongest depending
on whether our opponents will re-raise KK preflop) and we can get lots of value
and win a big pot by betting. Thus this is an excellent spot for a value bet.
C-betting for value is a key aspect of our postflop poker strategy and is one of the
main sources of profit at small stakes. Ensure you understand and utilise cbets to
the fullest in order to maximise profits.
A bad spot to continuation bet is shown below:
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We raise a limper with 98s and get a call from the BB and the player who limped.
The flop is terrible for us as we have very little equity and this board should have
hit one of our opponents. Thus it is not a good spot to continuation bet (cbet) and
we should check behind and fold to any future bets.
Continuation bets can also apply to the turn and the river. For example, a river
continuation bet would be when you raise pre flop, bet the flop, bet the turn after
being called on the flop and again bet the river.
Continuation bets are how a significant proportion of your money will be made at
small stakes and free money poker. People often give up when they do not hit
anything so take advantage of this fact.

III.

Postflop poker strategy: Stack sizes

The amount of money or chips you have bought in for or currently have on the
poker table is known as 'stack depth'. If you are playing 'shallow stack' poker it
means you are not playing with a large amount of chips on the table - for example
40bb. Shallow stack play isn't recommended as having less chips means you can
win less from the poor poker players at the table.
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Conversely deep stacked play means you have a lot of chips at the table e.g. 200bb deep. The more shallow your stack depth the more likely you should
be to allow yourself to go all in or be put all in or in poker terms - 'stack off'.
Stack depth has a profound effect on your preflop and postflop poker strategy so
ensure you are cognizant of your stack depth at all times.
To take an example, it would be appropriate to allow yourself to get all in with
post flop with top pair good kicker such as KQ on K72 if you had a stack depth of
40bb but not if you had a stack depth of 100bb or greater.
The greater your stack depth, the stronger a holding you need to stack
off with.
Before playing a hand preflop you should be checking the stack depth of you and
your opponents to understand how many chips you could be playing for. One
mistake that is often made by players is not considering effective stack size - if
you have 100bb and your opponents has 40bb then the effective stack size is 40bb
as your opponent can win no more than 40bb from you. Hence your effective stack
size can vary from hand to hand and you must adjust you postflop poker strategy
accordingly.
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4. Betting strategy and sizing

I.

Poker betting strategy: Reasons to bet

There are three reasons why one would want to bet:
For value - to get worse hands to call meaning we will win a bigger pot. For
example, you value bet AK on an Ace high board (such as A72) in order to get AQ,
AJ etc. and worse pairs to call.
As a bluff - to get better hands to fold so we can win the pot with a poor holding.
For example you may be QJ on the A72 board to get hands such as non-paired
Kings (KQ, KJ) to fold.
As a semi-bluff - A semi-bluff is much like a normal bluff only that even when
we are called we will still have a very good chance to win the pot because we have
lots of equity. An example of a semi-bluff would be betting or raising with a flush
draw - a weak non-made hand which has the potential to make a very strong hand
on future streets.
Before betting, consideration should be paid as to why a bet is being made. Can
worse hands call our bet and provide us with value? Can we get better hands to
fold? If neither is the case you typically shouldn't be betting. This concept
is integral to correctly implementing a good poker betting strategy.
This can be a difficult concept to grasp as a new player, but generally you should
be just betting with your strong hands (good top pairs or better) and since we are
playing play money poker we should keep bluffing to a minimum. People at low
stakes or even play money poker just do not fold, so bluffing at these stakes is a
complete waste of your chips.

II.

Poker betting strategy: Bet sizing

Bet sizing is one of the most complicated parts of NLHE and is one of the most
difficult aspects to grasp for a new player. For simplicity sake there a few rules to
stick to which won't lead you too far wrong:
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Preflop raise to 3 times (3x) the BB with all hands you are opening the betting.
Varying your bet sizing depending on your hand strength is a sure fire way to let
your competent opponents what you are holding (But sometimes this can be fine
at play money because nobody will adjust; this will be discussed in the tips
section).
The same applies when re-raising another player preflop, make your raise 3 times
the size of theirs initial raise. For example, a player in a 100Nl game might open
to $3 - in that case when you re-raise him with your strong holding such as AA or
KK, make it $9. You can raise slightly larger when out of position, 3.5x is a good
standard size.
Postflop you should generally stick to between 1/2 and full pot size bets. That
means if on the flop the pot is $10 you should be betting between $5 and $10.
Any smaller than that and your opponent can happily call with a lot of hands (you
miss value with strong hands and aren't likely to get him to fold when bluffing).
A big mistake new players often make is using the same bet size as the pot grows,
For example: betting 5$ into a $10 pot on the flop and then betting $5 into a $20
pot on the turn. Your bet sizes should be relative to the pot and as the pot grows
in size so should the absolute size of your bet.
These bet sizing rules aren't optimal but should provide you with solid groundwork
in order to get you off to a good start in your poker career.
Once you begin to understand the merits of betting and raising and develop a
more comprehensive poker betting strategy you can begin to see when it is
appropriate to deviate from these rules.
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5. Top 5 adjustments for play money games
1. Value bet relentlessly - players at the free money games just do not fold.
With good top pair hands (such as AQ on A72 board), you should be almost
always going for three streets of value (betting flop turn and river). The
only case where you should think about slowing down is if there are more
than two opponents, or there is four cards to a straight or flush. Don’t be
too concerned if when someone calls with a better hand when you are value
betting - it happens. A good rule of thumb is ‘if you never get called by
better hands when value betting, you aren’t value betting thin enough’.

2. Make use of overbets - Overbets are bets which are larger than the size
of the pot. When you have a hand which is extremely strong (think three of
a kind plus) you can look to overbet. This is especially effective when you
believe that your opponent has a strong hand (but still worse than yours)
and he won’t fold no matter what size you use.

3. Don’t bluff - this is very important. Given that the majority of players will
not fold, it doesn’t make sense to bluff. Your strategy should primarily
consist of value betting. Leave bluffing until you are playing a stake where
people are willing to lay down their hand. The only exception to this is when
you are against one opponent and you have an opportunity to continuation
bet on a dry board.

4. Raise huge with your premium hands preflop – you may believe you
are giving away the strength of your hand when you only raise big with
strong hands, but the vast majority of opponents at play money stakes will
never notice. As a general rule raise to at least 10bb with AA and KK. I even
experimented with 20bb raises preflop with some success.
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5. Donk bet with strong hands multiway - a donk bet is when you bet ‘out
of turn’ as the pre flop caller. Typically it is expected that you check to the
raiser after calling pre flop. A donk bet occurs when a player decides to bet
themselves as opposed to checking to the raiser. Use donk bets to you
advantage when in multiway pots when you have strong hand - for example
if you have 66 on 764s board against three opponents, a donk bet would
be a very good option. The last thing you want to happen is for everyone
to check around on such a wet board. Donking removes this possibility.
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6. Common poker mistakes
Below are some of the common pit falls you should avoid when playing.
1. Chasing draws without the odds to call. When calling with a draw you
must have the correct pot odds and equity to call. For example, if you are
facing a full pot sized bet with 4 outs to a straight (called a gut shot), e.g.
87 or JT5 board, you are not getting the correct odds to call. A fold would
usually be correct in this situation but oftentimes new players will call
hoping to get lucky. Calling without the correct pot odds is a long term
losing play.

2. Not folding to aggression is another major leak with new poker players.
Oftentimes, players won’t fold with their marginal hands hoping that villain
is bluffing. Most low stakes poker players do not bluff frequently enough to
be able to bluff catch with marginal hands. If you are facing a lot of
aggression on it usually a sign that you are beat and that you can happily
fold.

3. Playing above your bankroll. Sitting down at games within your limits is
key to becoming successful at poker. Playing outside your bankroll will
increase the chance you will go broke. Read up on correct bankroll
management strategy for more information.

4. Learn to control you emotions! Poker can be a stressful game and
oftentimes causes tilt in even the most composed of players. Tilt induces
poor play by not allowing players to think clearly. Keep a level head and
your emotions under check. One simple strategy is to step away from the
table for 10 minutes and get some air when you feel you’re not in the right
mindset. You will come back feeling fresh and ready to play. Check out the
post on poker mental game to find out more.
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5. Using the same bet size on every street: For example: betting 5$ into
a $10 pot on the flop and betting $5 into a $20 pot on the turn. Your bet
sizes should be relative to the pot; as the pot grows in size so should the
absolute size of your bet.

6. Not taking notes on your opponent: Poker is a war of information. The
more information you have on your opponent the more likely you will be to
win. Start paying attention to your opponents tendencies and make note of
something you can use to beat him in the future. It might be his demeanour
when bluffing, or how he acts confident when hold a strong hand. Even if
you don’t take a notepad to live games, make sure you take a ‘mental note’
of anything useful.

7. Fancy play syndrome: It is often thought that you have to outsmart or
trick your opponent when playing a game of poker. New players often
replicate this by playing the opposite of the way they should i.e. betting all
their weak hands and checking and calling their strong hands. Essentially,
poker is a game of making good decision after good decision. Don’t over
complicate the basics by getting too fancy!

8. Don’t slowplay strong hands: When an inexperienced player gets a
strong hand (such as AA or KK preflop) they are tempted to slow play their
hand in order to not fold everyone from the pot. This is the wrong attitude;
it often leads to winning a small pot or losing a big one when your aces get
cracked. Hence, raise and reraise your strong hands, a big hand deserves
a big pot!
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9. Overvaluing the strength of Ace rag: Small aces such as A6 and A2 are
known as Ace rag. Often, inexperienced players see an ace in the hole and
think the hand is much stronger than it actually is. Weak aces are
dominated quite frequently by other opponents stronger aces which means
you will either lose a big pot or win a small one. There is a time and place
to play weak aces. Make sure you know when by reading up on position is
king.

10.Chasing losses: one big mistake made by new and experienced players
alike is moving up in stakes in order to recoup losses. This is huge mistake
and can often lead to you losing your whole bankroll. If you find yourself
tempted to move up in stakes to chase losses, quit the game and go find
something else to do.

These are the 10 common mistakes that I give away on the poker 101 page;
however to thank you for being a subscriber and for reading this far here are 10
more:

11.Not having a plan: when calling a bet or calling a raise you should have a
plan for what you are going to do on the following streets. Are you going to
call or raise? On which cards are you going to fold if your opponent bets?
Similarly, when betting you should also know what to do when you
opponent calls or raises. The more you can think about future streets, the
more easily you will be able to exploit your opponent.

12.Playing for long stretches without a break: Poker is a difficult game,
and as a result we tire quickly when playing. Make sure you take a break
every hour for a few minutes to freshen up. Even going for a 5 minute
conversation about non-poker related stuff will allow you to refocus. Your
bottom line will thank you for it.
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13.Not working on your mental game: your mental game is almost as
important as your technical game; however, the majority of inexperienced
players completely neglect developing it. Controlling your emotions,
recognising when you are tilting and playing in the zone are all part of your
mental game. To find out more see the blog post on mental game.

14.Playing when you are not in the right mind-set: we all have lives
outside poker and unfortunately it can affect our poker game in some cases.
Have a fight with your spouse? Your boss on your back? Not sleeping right?
Now is not the time to play poker as you are vastly more likely to have a
losing session; hence playing poker will only make matters worse.

15.Not making the most of online offers: Poker rooms offer bonuses for
new players which can be a real bankroll builder. Make sure you seek out
all the top bonus offers and take full advantage of them. Sometimes, they
can even double your bankroll if you find the right offer. Bonuses do require
a certain amount of play to be released however!

16.Playing hands because you are bored: boredom can be a real issue for
some players; this is especially true when playing live as so few hands are
played when compared to online. But the simple fact is that if you are bored
you aren’t paying enough attention to the action around you. Try follow the
action even when you aren’t in the hand to discover opponent’s tendencies
or work out what hands they are holding. Playing poor holdings to suppress
your boredom will only cost you money in the long run. So make sure you
aren’t tempted.

17.Calling 3bets out of position: Playing OOP is difficult; playing OOP
without the initiative in a 3bet pot is even more difficult. Oftentimes players
believe that because they raised a hand that they should continue with it
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versus a raise. This isn’t true and you should be folding the majority of your
hands when facing a 3bet OOP. If you call the 3bet you will typically end up
folding on the flop or turn resulting in an even bigger loss! Tighten up vs
3bets preflop to improve your profits!

18.Cold calling 3bets too wide: Cold calling is the act of calling a raise when
you have yet to invest in the pot. When a player raises and then another
player reraises (3bets) they are both likely to only continue with very strong
hands (88+, AJ+) so cold calling with a hand such as QJo is extremely
unprofitable. When facing a raise and a reraise you should be only
continuing with premium holdings such as JJ+ and AK.

19.Playing weak hands from early position (EP): EP is a difficult position
to play from as there is so many players left to act; any of whom could have
strong hand. This means that you should be playing a very narrow and
strong range of hands from this position. Hand such as weak pairs, weak
aces and offsuit broadway hands shouldn’t be played from this position. For
more info see Position is King.

20.Not taking table image into account: Table image is the how you are
perceived by your opponents. If for example you are seen as aggressive
your opponents will be more likely to call you down light because they think
you are bluffing frequently. Conversely, if you very rarely raise your
opponents will know to fold when you do start raising. Inexperienced
players do not take into account previous history and table image very well.
Make sure you understand how your opponents have been playing and use
it to your advantage.
Still want more tips and tricks?
Check out Top 30 Proven Poker Tips (Extremely Actionable).
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7. Closing words
Thank you for downloading and making your way all the way through this short
book!
If you would like to learn more sure you head to the start here page on
HowToPlayPokerInfo.com. There you will find some more articles and strategies
useful to you in your poker journey.
Make sure you head over to our Facebook and Twitter page to say hello!
You will be hearing from me soon!

Good luck at the tables!
Richard ‘Gamma001’ Jenkins
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